Abstract-This article introduces a new DNA sequence compression algorithm which is based on LUT and LZ77 algorithm. Combined a LUT-based precoding routine and LZ77 compression routine,this algorithm can approach a compression ratio 1 of 1.9bits /base and even lower.The biggest advantage of this algorithm is fast execution, small memory occupation and easy implementation.
I. INTRODUCTION
As Cohen [1] said on Communication of The ACM said,"Biologists are aware of the degree of difficulty in days, months, or years in validating a given conjecture by lab experiment. Computer scientists are sure to benefit from being active and assertive partners with biologists",DNA sequence compression has caught the attention of some computer and biology scientists. [2] [3] Many researches on DNA sequence compression are devised. Some of them use the property of repeat in DNA sequence. [2] We devised a new DNA sequence compression algorithm combining LZ77 and the pre-coding routine which maps the combination of ATGC into 64 ASCII characters.
Since the essence of compression is a mapping between source file and destination file,the compression algorithm dedicates to find the relationship. In EE design,some logical circuits are implemented by FPGA. The key idea of FPGA is LUT(Look-up Table) .Every input signal looks up its corresponding output which is stored in the chip before. We migrate this idea to our research on DNA sequence compression. We are trying to build a finite LUT which implements the mapping relationship of our coding process.
Some experiments indicate that the compression ratio is 1.9bits/base and even better. [4] [5] [6] Our algorithm is just adding a pre-coding process before the LZ77 compression. Compared with other DNA compression algorithms,the biggest advantage is fast execution, small memory occupation and easy implementation.
II. PRE-CODING ROUTINE

A. The Look-up Table
The look-up table describes a mapping relationship between DNA segment and its corresponding characters. We assume that every three characters in source DNA sequence(without N 2 ) will be mapped into a character chosen from the character set which consists of 64 ASCII characters. [7] The look-up table is various. You can choose other character sets for coding. The one that we used is given in table I. The braces behind each character contains the corresponding ASCII codes of these characters. For easy implementation,characters a,t,g,c and A,T,G,C will no longer appear in pre-coded file.
For instance,if a segment "ACTGTCGATGCC" has been read,in the destination file,we represent them as "j2X6". Obviously,the destination file is case-sensitive.
B. Handling the N
As what we mentioned above,the character N refers to the segment which is unknown. Our experience taught us that N doesn't appear singly. Usually,scores or hundreds of Ns appear together. It is necessary to consider this situation which happens frequently in sequences under investigation.
When we encounter a serial of successive Ns, our algorithm inserts two "/" into destination file to identify the starting and end place of these successive Ns. There is a number which equals to the number of Ns between the "/" pair. For instance,if segment "NNNNNN" has been read,in the destination file,we represent them as "/6/". 2 N refers to those not available or unknown base in DNA sequence
C. Segment which consists of less than 3 non-N bases
Non-N base is defined as the base which is not N. Thus,they are A,T,G or C. In section II-A,we read bases 3 by 3.But in some conditions,we can't read three successive non-N bases. For example,the segment "TCN" has been read. As what we mentioned,we handle "N" differently as non-N bases. Then how do you process the segment "TC"? You cannot find any arrangement in table I which is "TC". In this circumstance,we just write the original segment into destination file.
III. ALGORITHM STEPS
This algorithm consists of two phases.The first one is from Step 1 to Step 6 and the second one is the last step.
Step 1: read 3 most beginning unprocessed characters.If successful,go along to step 2.Otherwise(the EOF 3 is reached),process the last one or two characters by step 5.
Step 2: judge whether there are all non-N characters.If it is,jump to step 3.Otherwise Process N by step 4 and non-N bases by step 5 respectively.
Step 3: code the three characters according to their arrangement by table I and write the coded character into destination file.
Step 4: read along successive Ns,write "/n/" into destination file,where n is the number of successive Ns being processed. After that,jump to step 6.
Step 5: write non-N characters whose number is less than three into destination file directly without any modification. After that,jump to step 6.
Step 6: Return to step 1 and repeat all process until EOF is reached.
Step 7: compress the output file by LZ77 algorithm [8] [9] Here is an example illustrates how the algorithm works."-" indicates different steps of the algorithm processing file.The segment in source file is ATG-CG-NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN NNNN-ACC-GCC-ATC-TCT-CG-EOF The destination file of pre-coding routine is hCG/20/k6#zCG EOF TABLE I  LOOK-UP TABLE THAT WE USED   char  bases  char  bases  char  bases  char 
The decompression routine is just the inverse operation of the compression routine. In [10],we introduce the most up-to-date C++ implementation of pre-coding algorithm,both coding and decoding ones.
IV. ALGORITHM EVALUATION
Since LZ77 has been proved to be accurate and efficient by earlier papers and user practice,we only consider the pre-coding routine.
A. Accuracy
As to the DNA sequence storage, accuracy must be taken firstly in that even a single base mutation,insertion, deletion or SNP would result in huge change of phenotype as we see in the sicklemia. It is not tolerable that any mistake exists either in compression or in decompression.
Although not yet proved mathematically, it could be infer from table I that our algorithm is accuracy,since every base arrangement uniquely corresponds to an ASCII character and all Ns will be mapped into a number braced by two "/".
B. Efficiency
You can see that the pre-coding algorithm can compress original file from 3 characters into 1 character for any 3 non-N bases segment. And destination file uses less ASCII character to represent successive Ns than source file,if the length of Ns is greater than 3. In practice,the length of Ns often is much greater than 3. The more Ns the source file contains,the more efficient the algorithm will be. So we can infer the file size becomes small.
C. Time elapsed
Today many compression algorithms are highly desirable, but they require considerable time to execute. Some of them take much more time than LZ77.In Chen's paper [2] ,compression of two sequences by some newly-developed algorithm elapsed more time than the traditional LZ77.As our algorithm is based on a LUT rather than sequence statistics, it can save the time of obtaining statistic information of sequence.
And more,after the pre-coding routine,the character number is 1/3 of source one.The LZ77 will take less time to operate it than operating the source one.
Our experiments in section V also provide proof to above conclusions. You can see the elapsed time of our algorithm is in 10 −3 second level whereas time elapsed of many newly-developed algorithm mentioned in Chen's paper [2] is in second level. 4 Specially,the pre-coding routine only takes few 10 5 CPU cycles which means it takes 10
second on a 1G CPU. Not only faster than those newly-developed algorithm,our algorithm is also faster than LZ77,the algorithm used in many bioinformatics databases.Tabel III indicates our algorithm takes almost only 26% time of the one that Gzip needs.
D. Space Occupation
Our algorithm reads characters from source file and writes them immediately into destination file.It costs very small memory space to store only a few characters.The space occupation is in constant level.
In our experiments,the OS has no swap partition.All performance can be done in main memory which is only 256 MB on our PC.
V. COMPRESSION EXPERIMENTS
Experiments are done to test our algorithm. Codes for testing the algorithm are continually revising. [11] [10] There should be some difference of experiment results between different versions of our codes.
These tests are performed on a computer whose CPU is AMD Duron 750MHz and OS is MagicLinux 1.2 (Linux Kernel 2.6.9) without swap partition. Testing programs are executed at multiuser text mode and compiled by gcc 3.3.2 without optimization. The file system where tests preformed is ext3 on a 4.3 GB Quantum Fireball hard disk with 5400 RPM(rounds per minute). Table II lists  the results in file size while table III lists the cost of executing time.Appendix list all source codes of our algorithm and Linux shell by which we used Gzip to apply LZ77 algorithm.
In table III,"second phase" refers to the sum of time elapsed in both compression and decompression process with error 10 −3 second."pre-coding CLKs" means the CPU clock cycle needed by compression in LUT pre-coding process while "decoding by LUT CLKs" stands for the CPU clock cycle needed in decompressing the file coded by LUT.The CPU clock cycle is counted by every 10000 cycles. Considering nowadays computers are run 10 9 cycles per second,the error is only 10
second."Gzip" means the time needed by both compress and decompress the original sequence file.
In these experiments, we also have some new discoveries.
Many tests indicate that the compression rate of only using LZ77 is almost the same as the one of using pre-coding algorithm. The last step,applying LZ77 on to the pre-coded file,only improves a little of compression rate. It just compresses the file size into almost 75% of the one which is only compressed by pre-coding routine.
Considering the time cost by LZ77,the benefit is not so large. If the time elapsed is very important,a wise choice is that the last step should be skipped.
VI. ADVANTAGE OF OUR ALGORITHM
Compared with other algorithms,the compression ratio of our algorithm is 0.2bits/base higher than theirs generally. But the cost of the tiny 0.2 bits/base is very high.In Chen's paper [2] ,you can feel the time of program running since they are in second level.Some ones even cost minutes or hours of time to run.But our algorithm runs almost 10 3 time faster than them.Compared with present LZ77 algorithm used widely in bioinformatics,our algorithm performances better than it in both compression ratio and elapsed time. Our algorithm is very useful in database storing.You can keep sequences as records in database instead of maintaining them as files.By just using the pre-coding routine,users can obtain original sequences in a time that can't be felt.
Additionally,our algorithm can be easily implemented while some of them will take you more time to program.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we discussed a new DNA compression algorithm whose key idea is LUT.It performance better than LZ77 in both compression ratio and elapsed time while the compression ratio is a little higher than newly-developed algorithms but many times faster than them. We are trying to do more work,such as combining our LUT pre-coding routine with other compression algorithms,to revise our algorithm in order to improve its performance.
